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About This Game

Land of an Endless Journey is a first-person math puzzle game across different atmospheric landscapes.

Explore the beauty of nature across different landscapes.

Solve math puzzles and pay attention where you move as you might get trapped!

Puzzles difficulty goes up while maintaining the same puzzle size.

Immerse yourself in a surreal world with lovely music.
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As you were sailing in the Northern Sea, you find yourself near a mysterious land with no way to escape but to solve the trails.
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Title: Land of an Endless Journey
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Operation Codename
Publisher:
Operation Codename
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit / Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD Ryzen 3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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The first chapter of a witty little story in a world of squares (and cubes). Really funny!. A.R.E.S. is one of those games you can
only recommend to a certain few. There isn't anything particularly special about A.R.E.S. and although it attempts to be a solid
platformer, it falls short through a frustrating "crafting\/shop" system. The majority of items in the game require nearly all three
of the specific currencies to construct and unfortunately, one of those currencies is in very short supply throughout the game.
After three full playthroughs, the needed currency is always scarce. So farm if you must, though like any hardcore platformer
fan, you'll persevere without the upgrades -- even if it kills you.

The game itself is rather short and each successive playthrough becomes shorter because you can keep your unlocked items. My
final run through of the game was a little over 40 mins. The cutscenes are decently created in a typical "fanime" style. The story
tries to be more than it is and is mostly ignored except in between chapters. There are only 5 chapters with none of the stage
environments or enemies revealing anything about the world A.R.E.S. is set in.

I had hoped A.R.E.S. would've been more than what I played and because there is really nothing memorable about the game, I
can only recommend this to those that play for the learning experience of game development.. Another great addition to the
8-bit series the balance updates will greatly improve upon what invaders have brought. I have longed for another rts game to
jump into after I played c&c years ago. This has definitely filled that void for me and I would recommend other people who are
hesitant to try it. Try it out it will definatly pleasantly suprise you plus the developers are very active and listen to suggestions. :).
Played the demo and it's a nice dodge and shoot at your enemies game. I can see the value in purchasing this game to play by
yourself or with a friend. However, I also see the game (potentially) getting a bit stale if you are mostly maxed out on the
upgrades. But without the upgrades, the game will probably be too hard to complete. The levels do get harder with new enemies,
but if you plan your upgrades according to how you play and how you want to play, you'll be okay.

The graphics of the game are very pretty for a 2D game and not tremedously difficult to see what is going on. IE: no color
confusion as the enemies are brightly colored. One thing that does meld is the ammo crate where you get the lazer gun. That can
be easy to miss if you are focused on shooting things as the crate is gray like the ground. Also, not too sure how you get between
the freezing grenade vs the stimulus, not sure how one gets provoked vs the other.

Overall, still a fun game to enjoy.. The game isn't bad, but it got boring quick for me. The vehicles handle like they're attached
on top of a bracket and just slide from left to right; it doesn't really feel like steering. And they sort of glide over the terrain
without responding to it much. The sense of speed is underwhelming too. I'd say that even Super Mario Kart is a more complex
and challenging racing game than this. I can see why people like it, it'd be right at home in an arcade and it's passable for that.
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But if you're looking for anything more, it may not be something you come back to play very often.. Kawaii!

A girl finds herself a kitty girl, nyanya!
A boy becoming a city guard
Otome with single girl and single guy
And the growing pains they endure as they make choices on what they want to be to themselves and each other.

Went through both routes and enjoyed them. I'm a slow reader and do each storyline at a different time to re-experience it,
rather than do it once and skip skip skip to just catch the differences right away. Either way there are still enought differences to
give you good story. Choices can lead to a human ending and a kitty ending where the last few chapters have a bit of a different
storyline to get to similar ending that is a cliff hanger.

They might have a sequel come out (certainly set up for it) as you get there feeling there's a lot of storyline around the two main
characters that you only catch glimpses of. Might have been fun to see more of that, especially Juli's character whom is my
favorite.

The art is better than past games from them, IMO.

I can't figure out if there's stock music or new music, some of it seems familair to past games, it's nondescript so can't tell. Good
background music, though not something I'd want the soundtrack for.

It was a nice fluffy distraction.. Great game although it needs some improvement.
I can see that it requires some grinding, but cash items are worth grinding.

If this game can fix stuffs that people mentioned in reviews and discussion, it will be really nice.. The music was really good and
the story was interesting enough to keep me hooked, but there is just way too much problems with that game for me to
reccomend it.
If you buy that game, buy it on sale because it is an unfinished product.

There is a lot of bugs and some of them are gamebreaking.

-You can fall trough the floor in one of the levels.
-Sometimes objects you are holding will glitch out of youre hands.
-Sometimes you won't be able to go farther because the game won't let you go and you will have no choice but to quit and
charge a checkpoint.

The game lack a lot of polish.

-Enemys will appear in youre face out of nowhere.
-The AI is brainless.
-Moving with objects in my hands really didn't feel natural, like they were hold back by an invisible force.

The combat is extremly repetitive and I have some issues with it.

-You can hit enemys with objects but can't do hand to hand combat, except tearing people apart and it will be the way you will
kill 99% of the time.
- If I hold an object, it isn't in my hand, it is just floating near my hand and it really doesn't feel natural.

Edit : I corrected some spelling errors.
I just finished the game and let me tell you the final boss is incredibly underwelming, both in difficulty and in design.. Mortal
Kombat Legacy is a brilliant series, it's the first time I've ever seen this show on the net, being only 10 minutes long per episode
is a bit short, for a great franchise/back story like MK has. But the action so makes up for it in that space of time, absolutley
loved watching all of Season 1, roll on Season 2 on Steam, I say!. Funny troll/meme game. Snarky and cruel. Funny, too. Five
minutes long, basically.
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Great game. Ofcourse it's far from perfect, but with the big improvement in AI races are more realistic, and that's what the
game should be aout. That interface and other things maybe didn't improve much from 2017 just shows they had to use the
resources for what's most important, and that's the gameplay which to me prooved the good choice.
Would recommend the game if you are NEW and existing because of the improvement. If you like cooking and like tycoon
games this is for you!. wow. Absoutely loved everything about this game. The artstyle was beautiful yet disturbing in some
places. The soundtrack is perfect and it really gets me into the game. The puzzles were nicely structured and the plot is
magnificant. Can't wait to see what else you have in store for us! :D. All I can say is this game will♥♥♥♥♥♥you off and I wish
I hadn't wasted so much time on it. If you're a masochist or you just enjoy tedious games, have fun with this one... 3/10. I love
watching people who are nerds that get paid playing a game. 10/10 would watch again and cry every time.. I'm impressed with
the fluidity of the controls and the gameplay. Constant thinking, aiming, and moving. Feels great with the mouse or a gamepad,
but the mouse is definitely more precise, if less comfortable. There's less variety than in Luftrausers, but Furious Angels'
difficulty curve feels more satisfying to me so far, and the upgrade and heal mechanics make for some interesting situations.
Learning new tactics has been rewarding.

I'm the kind of person the soundtrack was made for. It's repetitive and methodical and matches my feelings during play. It's a
good loop. I don't know why the default volume settings are so low, though.. Fun times with violent pandas.. This is amazingly
amazing. I'm amazed. Such amazement.. This game is pure trash. The controls are not only clunky, they simply don't work.
Using the HTC Vive and when it says to use certain parts of the touchpad it doesn't register correctly ( i can't get past the intro
because it wont let me unload the clip). I also can't zoom in and out like it claims by pressing up and down on the track pad.

Also when I go to move it doesn't create what you'd expect (a nice arc and movement reticle), it only lets me move directly
below where my controller is which I'm pretty sure is wrong. Straight garbage. Euro Truck Simulator 2 is most certainly the
best, so don't buy this, ever.
What kind of trucking game involves being chased by the police?
Worst buy 2010. So overall by looking at all the other reviews noone else likes this. It is just a pile of poo.
Allright, onto the serious stuffs. The graphics of this game is like a two year old has thrown some paint at it, what has the world
come to? 2010 graphics... Even Half-Life 2 has better graphics (and that was made in late 2004). I didn't really understand why
you can constantly smash into stuff, the damage only effects the truck visually not doing damage the engine or transmission or
chassis.

Now that you have read my rant, please, buy Euro truck simulator 2 or American Truck simulator (when it comes out).
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